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Abstract: Possibility of application of

a triple

frequency (3-f) electroimpedance method for evaluation
of body water compartments ( total body waterTBW,

extracellular body water ECW, and intracellular body
water ICW) has been presented. This method has been
compared to another one based on meåsurements of
electrical impedance for two arbitrary frequency ( 1
kHz, and 50 kHz ). It has been concluded, that triple frequency method assures higher accurateness of
border resistances Ro at zero frequency and R* at
infinite frequency. This resistances are the basic
estimators of ECW and TBW, respectively.
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INTRODUCTION
Measurements of body water compartments ( total
body water TBW, and its extra ECW and intracellular ICW

components) are of importance mainly for the assessment
of nutritional status and body composition. Until recently
measurements of TBW and ECW involve the use of
invasive tracer - dilution techniques. These techniques are
expensive and time consuming for routine procedures.

Many studies have been performed to evaluate the
relationship between electroimpedance parameters and
TBW and its components f2,4,6,7f. Variables in these

predictor equations generally include

impedance

measurements and anthropometric data ( hight, body mass,
sex, age and others ).
The majority investigations utilising electroimpedance
method have employed the measurement of body
impedance (from the wrist and ankle) at a fixed frequency
of 50 kHz, with the measurement being used to provide an
estimate of TBW 14,61.

The aim of this study was to analyse a

3-f

electroimpedance method for the evaluation of body water
compartments TBW, ECW and ICW.

Fig.l A complex plane plot of the whole -

The impedance loci for the real tissues usually show a part
of semicircle with the center below the real R axis (Fig.l).
The influence changes of the p parameter in equation []
to relative errors of extrapolated resistances R6 , and R- ,
has been evaluated.

RESULTS

For the simplified equivalent cirquit,

METHODS
The analysis of a simplified equivalent electrical circuit

resistances

Ro and R-, can be

following equations:

of cellular membranes C,,, has been performed.
The analysis of errors in estimating border resistances Ro
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kHz, 50 WIz) frequenry methods has been performed.
It has been assumed that the body impedance is described

more accurately by the semi

if

impedance modules Zt , Zz , 23 ära measured at different
frequencies c,r1 , cD2 , o3, the values of the border

of body tissue with only three parameters - intracellular
resistance Ri , extracellular resistance & and the capacity

R-, for

body

impedance: A - for a simplified electrical model, B - for a
Cole - Cole impedance function.
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Accurate estimation
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of R0 and R. is diffrcult

and

available of application expensive spectroscopic methods

[4,71. Therfore, in practice , double - frequency
measurements (typically for I kHz and 50 kHz) has been
applicated to evaluate the body water compartments.
Our results demonstrate possibility improvement in the
prediction of TBW and its extra ECW and intracellular
ICW compartments.

and R., extrapolated with used 3-f
electroimpedance method , compared to values of Zwu
and Z5swt ( impedances at I kHz and 50 kFIz respective$)

The resistances Ro

are more accurate (Fig. 2).

CONCLUSION

The triple -

frequency electroimpedance method

eliminates more diffrcult measurements of phase shift and

in

comparison

accurate.

AR/R, [%]

Evaluation

7

to double

frequenry method

of body water

compartments

is

more

using

3-f

electroimpedance method may constitute less expensive
and simple alternative as related to complicated and more

6

expensive spectroscopic methods.

5

Further comparative experiments

4

of this method with

radioisotope - dilution method are essential.
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